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PROFESSOR KOOPKAN OH FALLACIES -  A CQMKDfT 

Charles Hitch 

I cannot itrtts enough ho« fundaaentally I MI In egreenent with 

Professor Koopasn and hov auch I hope that his address will lead to 

SOSM reorientation of our thinking about OR and OR's future development. 

Specifically, I agree that the «ost coason fallacies of OR occur 

in connection with what Professor Koopaan calls "choice of figures of 

■erit" and "choice of aaasures of effort," and which I will refer to 

Jointly as the choice of criteria, or "the criterion problea." 

The extremely difficult problea of choosing appropriate criteria 

(i.e., tests of preferredness which balance figures of merit and measures 

of effort) is not only the central problea of OR; it is the problem which 

distinguishes OR from (dare I say?) other sciences,  operations researchers, 

by definition, seek to recommend policy, not merely to understand and 

predict.  ID Professor Koopaan's words, which I cannot Improve upon, there 

is more to OR than mathematics and the experimental sciences; there is a 

working version of the concept of value, with all Its human and practical 

oTtrtoaaa. 

Professor Koopman has pointed to a number of fallacies that arise in 

choosing criteria.  Instead of adding examples, which it Is tempting to 

do, let me ask: Why do these fallacies emerge so frequently In choosing 

criteria? And let me suggest as a proximate answer:  Because we have no 

body of theory to guide us In choosing good criteria. 

Why do we have no such body of theory? .A sufficient explanation is 

that we haven't yet had time to develop one.  OR Is new.  The development 
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of good theory  Is typically painfully hard «nd painfully «low.    What  la 

disturbing to at about OP,   how«Y«r,   la not tba fact that va haven't a 

good body of theory for chooalng criteria,  but that we  (I aean »oat 

practicing operatlona reaeerchers) don't aeea Interested In developing 

one.     Practicing operatlona  reaearchers, whether physical scientists, 

engineers or aethenaticlana,  with a few exceptlona  like Professor Koopaan, 

shun  the whole problem.     They don't even think about it,  let alone write 

about  It. 

Why do they shun it,  when the choice of criteria  is centrel to aost 

OH probleaa, and Indeed the distinguishing characteristic of ORT     I suspect 

that the underlying reaaon  la yet another fallacy - a variant of the  fallacy 

which philosophers  call "aclentlaa" - a conviction  in this  caae  that phil- 

oaophltlng about criteria,  which Involvea value  Judgments,   is  "not science" 

and  therefore not quite respectable.    We can't talk about  it because   it 

isn't science,  even though aa  long aa  It reaalna  "not aclence"   OR can't  be 

science either.    Consequently our Journale tend to be filled with two 

klnda of articles: 

1. Articles on matheaatical, statistical and computing techniques - 

on linear programming, game theory, queuing theory, Monte Carlo, 

etc.   - eminently respectable,   in many caaea   Interesting,   for 

aome problema very useful,  but all technlquea of other diacipllnea 

and all  atrlctly peripheral  to OR. 

2. Caae studies of actual   OR,   in most of which  the  figures of merit 

and measures of effort  chosen are reported wvth the  aaae  caaualness 

with which they were obvioualy eelected  in  the first place - a 

caaualness which betrays  the contempt of the operations researcher 

for making this choice at all. 
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How do operatlont rei«arch«rt In fact «et about chooilnc flgurtt of 

atrlt and Maturea of tffort - cbolctt to which the results of their 

aoalyel« arc far acre eeneltlve,  In my experience,  than the choice of 

natheaatlcal aodel,  to which  Inordinate study and debate are nonaally 

devoted?      In soae cases,   the only and coaplete answer seeas to be - 

casually.    The operations researcher takes the first obvious criterion 

which pops Into his Bind and dashes on to the less  important but acre 

congenial sspecte of his job.    In other cases,  he falls back on one of 

Professor Koopaan's procedural fallacies, either: 

Authorltltls - letting the custoaer choose the criterion,  even 

though this  Involves letting the custoaer "ask the question" or 

"define the problea" - a thing no self-respectlag scientist will 

let his custoaer do,   for good reasons,  when he  Is on his own 

faalllar ground as scientist.    Or 

Mechanltls - putting his aacblnes to work as a substitute for 

hard thinking.    Because he lacks any rationale for choosing a 

good criterion,   the operations researcher writes down all  the 

figures of aerlt and aeasures of effort which occur to hla, 

links thea In various permutations,  and  leta  the aachlnes optl- 

alte  for each  In turn.     Then either he baaes  his recoaaendatlons 

on soae fora of aajorlty vote (this might be called the fallacy 

of alsplaced deaocracy - all criteria are  Inherently equalj,   or 

It   Is hard to find  Instances In which conclusions are  not sxtreaely 
sensitive to the choice of criteria.    For a recent  faalllar study  In which 
results are sensitive  see F.   V.   Hurst,  Jr.,   "Evaluating the Adequacy of 
Airport  Parking Lots,"  Operations Research,  Nov.   1955» and  "Coaments" by 
Stephen Waldron and Jaclnto Stei«hardt,  Operations Research, Feb.   195^- 
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he coKbinee the fallacy of authorltltle with that of »echaniU«, 

passing all results on to the custouer, who, even «ore sublimely 

Ignorant of the implications of what he is doing and now sore 

confused than ever by a waiter of seeaingly equally plausible 

opposed solutions, nakei the choice. 

There la no excuse for this escaplsa on the part of the operations 

researcher fro« the core problea of his discipline. I repeat that we 

have no theory to guide us In choosing good criteria, In the sense of a 

well—rounded, systematic, widely accepted corpus of theory.  Jut we hare 

a lot of relevant theory, much of It good and widely accepted, which, 

for example, permits Professor Koopman to spot fallacies In choosing 

criteria. We don't know how to choose optimal criteria, but we Know 

enough In «any cases to distinguish the good from the very bad. 

Indeed, there Is more theory in this domain than Professor Koopman 

uses In bis discussion.  Let me, asking his apology and understanding, 

develop my themes by exploiting his examples. 

Flrat, consider the antl-submsrlne warfare example.  It Is clarifying 

and useful to distinguish the aggressive from the defensive use of anti- 

submarine warfare formations and the very different figures of merit 

appropriate to each.  But It Is hard to think of any practical ASW 

problem In which one Is not Interested to some degree in both the offen- 

sive and defensive utility of the formations.  How do we choose figures 

of merit to optlmlte the formations?  Certainly not by flrat optimltlng 

for offenae, then for defenae, and then aomehow combining the partial 

optima. Thla would be analogoua to, and ma bad aa, taking the expected 

value of a function of two varlablea aa the sane function of the expected 

valuea of each variable.  We proceed either by finding a criterion which 
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Includei both off«n«iv« and itftMlv« utilities,   reducing the« to noam 

COBBOCI neaiur«,  or,   if we  can't find a way of doing that,  by  laaglnatlrely 

•••king a near doalnant solution by Mthods suggested by gase theory. 

The latter alternatlre aay w^ll lead to the  Uiyntlon by the operation» 

researcher of formations  not In the original  set to be coapared. 

I aa sure that Professor Koopaan wouldn't disagree.     I am merely 

.islng his example to show  that we can carry the  central analysis of criteria 

beyond the point at which he left It.    The operations researcher aay be able 

to do better than trac« a boundary of "•fflelant points" and 1st 

the customer choose his preferred point on the boundary. 

Let us now backtrack and take a harder look at the suggested criterion 

of defensive utility.     Is  "the probability of preventing enemy submarines 

penetrating the screen"  a  good criterion?    Maybe  It is - for some  highly 

constrained low-level problems.     But to me  It  bears the familiar mmrks of 

casual selection.     Probably one can minimise penetrstlons by keeping all 

one's  shipping and formations  in harbor.     If that  is ruled out as a  side 

condition,   the answer would appear to be extremely dense screens.     Perhaps 

that  Is the right answer,   but ("lense  screens mean  few screens,  and with 

few screens can enough shipping be moved across  the Atlar.tlc?    Maybe  that 

solution could be constrained In some way  too,   but  I think  I  have  gone 

far enough to  Illustrate  two points: 

1.       The crlterls   In a  low-level  problem must be  consistent with 

high-level  criteria    - in this case,   enhancing the flow of 

I am not  saying that  we must convert  low-level  OR problems   Into higher 
level   ones and work only on  t>ese.     On  the  contrary,  the operations  researcher 
must cut his problems down  to workable site.     The whole point of my article 
on sub-optlmitatlon  (Operations Research,   May  1955)i»  that he can do so and 
reach  valid and useful  conclusions by choosing with csre criteria which are 
consistent with objectives at higher  levels.     He  need not solve global  prob- 
lems   in »11   their eos^lexlty  in order  to recognlte  their general  features, 
a  happy circumstance which makes useful  OP  possible. 
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war «hipping,   the bftslc rtason for having A2V  foraatlons. 

2.      Beware of criteria vblcb have to ba rapaata€Iy badfad by 

constraint«  to prevent the« fro« giving absurd results. 

Finally,  according to Professor Koopnan  (and I agree)   soae of the 

■ost glaring fallacies  In choosing criteria are cau«ed by the  tendency 

to use aoney as a measure of effort.     I myself would guess that fallacies 

result even more  frequently from fa 1 lure  to use money as a measure of 

effort where  It  Is a more appropriate measure than any practical alter- 

native.     It  Is my  Impression that most scientists and engineers  In OR 

are  ill at ease with money measures,  and prefer almost anything more 

physical or  tangible - like msn-hours,   tons of steel,  or aggregate time of 

waiting - po matter how  Inappropriate to the problem at hand. 

But counting the  number of errors on both sides of a golden mean is 

not the point.     The point Is that we have a lot of pretty good theory to 

guide us  in when to use end when not  to use money as a measure of effort. 

Money Is not a  perfect,  but  in many circumstances an adequate,  common 

measure of economic  resources.     In some  OR problems, we  need such a 

measure,  and money cost  it appropriate and an order of magnitude  superior 

to the next best alternative.     In many other OR problem»  (including,  I 

think,  all  the examples mentioned by Professor Koopnan)  monej   costs are 

simply irrelevant. 

Let me develop this Idea a little  further.     I  think most of us suspect 

that the US economy  is more efficient  than the US military.     This  Is likely 

to be so,  among other reasons,  because money  is almost universally used  In 

the economy  to measure both effort and merit,  whereas   in the military no 

corresponding measure   Is «vailsble as a coanon denominator.     Where money 

values are used  to measure effort and merit,  s weak but  highly significant 
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klnd of optlMltlng proceft r*aulii In an econoay, on« with which Adaa 

Salth was faalliar, and operation» raaearcbara ought to be but generally 

aren't. By ualng aoney neaaurea In allltary OR, we can einulate thla 

optlalzlng proceaa to a Halted degree. 

Don't alalnterpret ae. I an not arguing for the unlveraal uae of 

■oney seaaurea In OR. They can be oreruaed and alaapplled.  But there la a 

general caae for ualng aoney aeaaurea of effort In certain clrcuaatancea; 

there la relevant theory which la helpful and which needa to be applied, 

developed and extended. 

When one reads auch of what la written on criteria, utility, value 

theory, etc., on« can underatand and ayapathlte with OR  edltora and prograa 

chalracn who are unayapathetlc to the subject. But let'a face It.  Our 

treatment of criteria la the w««k«st link In the OR chain, and we can't 

»laply «horten the chain, cutting out thla link, for It la central to every 

OR proble«.  OR Itaelf can be no more "aclentlflc," If that la our objective, 

than thla link.  Thla la where we need to develop theory.  And the only road 

to good theory, we know fro» the history of every other aclence. Is by way 

of bad theory. So we'd better get on with developing the theory we ne d, 

even though, for a tlae, It la likely to be bad aa well aa distasteful. 

And In the •eantljat It would Improve the OR product enonaoualy If we 

would give aa auch attention to criteria aa we dc to aodela or computing 

techniques. At leaat we can atop choosing thea casually. 

Se« M. V. Hoag, "The Relevance of Costs In operations Research,' 
, thla laaue. 


